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SURVEY QUESTIONS
Drag the statements below to reorder them. In order of priority, please rank the themes you believe
are most important for this Inquiry into the use of Cannabis in Victoria to consider::
Accessing and using cannabis,Public health,Education,Young people and children,Mental health,Public
safety,Social impacts,Criminal activity
What best describes your interest in our Inquiry? (select all that apply) :
Individual
- Concerned and interested member of the public.
- Father of two children.
- Health care professional who has seen first hand over many years the damage done by failed drug policy.
-Recreational, medicinal and responsible user of Cannabis over much of my adult life whilst continuing to
function at a high level in society, raising my children, studying for my career, working at the top of my
profession, earning a wage, paying my taxes and not being the alcoholic I was fast becoming in my early
twenties.
Do you think there should be restrictions on the use of cannabis? (select all that apply) :
Personal use of cannabis should be legal. Sale of cannabis should be legal and regulated. Cultivation of
cannabis for personal use should be legal.

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
To the members of the committee. Please find attached a letter I have written and sent to our Premier Dan
Andrews and MP Fiona Patten on several occasions during the coarse of the pandemic.
I feel very strongly that Cannabis should be completely decriminalized and legalized with an almost
identical model to alcohol with age restrictions, licensed dispensaries, farm gate experiences and the ability
to grow ones own home grown supply without the possibility of running foul of the law.
The fact that OUR government criminalizes its citizen's for ingesting a medicinal plant that has evolved with
man kind over millennia "otherwise we wouldn't have an actual endocannabinoid system with cannabis
receptors" is abhorrent and a disgrace in this day and age. Let alone that this plant has been proven to be
very beneficial and efficacious in many medical and psychological conditions. But more importantly has
been shown to be safe with NO documented deaths world wide attributed to the effects of Cannabis.
All Cannabis is medicinal regardless of the reason for taking it !!!!
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